For an integer k >O, a k-reversal-bounded picture language is a chain-code picture language which is described by a language L over the alphabet R= {u,d,r, I} such that, for every word x in L, the number of alternating occurrences of r's and I's in x is bounded by k. It is shown that the membership problem can be solved in O(n4'+4 ) time for k-reversal-bounded regular picture languages, for every k> 1, and is NP-complete for l-reversal-bounded stripe linear picture languages. The membership problem is known to be NP-complete for regular and context-free picture languages without restriction on the number of reversals and solvable in O(n) time (O(n'*) time) for O-reversal-bounded regular (context-free) picture languages. Whether the membership problem for stripe context-free picture languages could be solved in polynomial time has been an open problem. Other basic properties of reversal-bounded picture languages are also presented.
Introduction
A picture can be described by a word over the alphabet TT = {u, d, r, l}, with the following interpretation of the symbols in n: the symbol u (d, r, and I) means "draw one unit line in the two-dimensional Cartesian plane by moving the pen up (down, right, and left) from the current point". A set of pictures described by a language over x is called a (chain-code) picture language. Maurer et al. [9] initiated the investigation of the properties of picture languages classified by the Chomsky hierarchy of language families; subsequently, many other research results regarding the properties of picture languages have appeared in the literature [l, 3, 4, 6-8, 10, 121. Among others, the membership problem is NP-complete for regular, linear, and context-free picture languages [8, 121 and the equivalence, containment, intersection emptiness, and ambiguity problems are all undecidable for regular picture languages [7, 8, 123 .
The intractability of major decision problems considered for picture languages motivated the study of restricted classes of picture languages that have better complexity results and still have power for real-world applications. Two such classes are stripe picture languages [12] , whose pictures fit into a stripe defined by two parallel lines in the plane, and three-way picture languages [6] , which are defined by a threeletter subset of 71. It was shown in [12] that for stripe regular picture languages, the membership problem can be solved in linear time and the equivalence and intersection emptiness problems are decidable. In [6] , the membership problem was shown to be solvable in linear time for three-way regular picture languages and in O(n") time for three-way context-free picture languages.
This paper introduces a class of picture languages, called reversal-bounded picture languages, which are described by languages over 71 whose words contain a bounded number of alternating r's and l's, and studies their decision properties. Reversalbounded picture languages defined in this paper are a straightforward extension of the three-way picture languages introduced in [6] and well classify picture languages which lie between three-way picture languages and general picture languages. For example, for every k>O, the concept of reversals defines the picture version of the Chomsky hierarchy that separates the families of k-reversal-bounded regular, linear, context-free, context-sensitive, and recursively enumerable picture languages, while it is known that for general picture languages without restriction on the number of reversals, the family of context-sensitive picture languages is identical to the family of recursively enumerable picture languages [9] . There is also an infinite hierarchy of picture languages, defined by bounding the number of reversals, in each family of picture languages classified by the Chomsky hierarchy of grammars. The concept of reversals has been used as a useful restriction or normal form in many other branches of the theory of formal languages and automata.
The restriction by the number of reversals in chain-code picture languages as defined in this paper is natural since a reversal corresponds to a reversal of the direction of the head motion of a picturedrawing device.
In Section 2, we shall give necessary notations and notions for chain-code picture languages and define reversal-bounded picture languages. In Section 3, we study some of the basic properties of reversal-bounded picture languages. We discuss decidability and undecidability of descriptability problems arising from the notion of reversalbounded picture languages and prove several hierarchy theorems that demonstrate relations between families of (reversal-bounded) picture languages. In Section 4, we discuss polynomial-time solvable membership problems. It is shown that, for every k 3 1, the membership problem for k-reversal-bounded regular picture languages can be solved in O(n4k+4 ) time. (A O-reversal-bounded picture language can be represented by the union of two three-way picture languages. So, the membership problem for O-reversal-bounded picture languages can be solved by using the polynomial-time recognition algorithms for three-way picture languages.) Section 5 presents an NPcompleteness result. It is shown that there is a l-reversal-bounded stripe linear picture language for which the membership problem is NP-complete. This solves a question left unsolved in an earlier publication. Namely, in [12] , the membership problem for stripe regular picture ianguages was shown to be solvable in linear time, but whether the membership problem for stripe context-free picture languages could be solved in polynomial time was left unanswered. In Section 6, we present some undecidability results on the membership problem and other decision problems for reversal-bounded picture languages.
Preliminaries
We shall assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of the theory of formal languages and automata [S] . For the picture part, we follow the notions from [9] . Z denotes the set of integers. For a word w, 1 w I denotes the length of w. The empty string is denoted by h. An attached basic picture p is a finite subset of Ml. Its point set, denote by V(p), is the set (VE MO I {v, v'} EP for some v'eMO}. Thus, an attached basic picture is a graph, whose set of vertices is V(p) and whose set of edges is p. We shall consider only connected pictures, i.e., connected graphs.
An attached drawn picture is a triple (p, s, e), where p is an attached basic picture and either p is empty and s = e is an arbitrary point in MO or p is nonempty and s, e are points in V(p). Given an attached drawn picture q = (p, s, e), p is called the base of q, denoted by base(q), s is called the start point of q, denoted by start(q), and e is called the end point of q, denoted by end(q).
For attached basic pictures p1 and p2, p1 is a subpicture of pz if p1 opt. (Each line {v, v'} of p1 or p2 is considered to be identical to {v', v}.) For attached drawn pictures q1 and q2, q1 is a subpicture of q2 if base(q,)cbase(q,).
For integers m and n, define the translational mapping t,,, from MO to MO by t,, ,,( i, j) = (i + m, j + n). The translation t,, n induces a mapping from Ml to Ml by tm,"( {u, v'})= {t_(u), tm,n(~')}. Consider a four-letter alphabet X= {u, d, r, l}. Every word in II* is called a picture description word (or x-word). Every language over 7~ is called a picture description language (or z-language), every grammar generating a n-language is called a picture description grammar (or z-grammar), and every automaton accepting a n-language is called a picture description automaton (or n-automaton).
The drawn picture described by a n-word w, denoted by dpic(w), is defined induc-
and for all ZEN*, where dpic(z)= (p,s,e), and for all bEn,
dpic(zb)=(pu{{e,b(e)}),s,b(e)).
If dpic(w) = (p, s, e), then the basic picture described by w, denoted by bpic(w), is [p] . Figure 1 shows a drawn picture described by n-word r3u21d3r, where a little circle in the figure indicates the start point of the picture and a little square indicates the end point.
For a given n-language L, the drawn picture language described by L, denoted by dpic(L), is dpic(L)={dpic(w)(wEL) and the basic picture language described by L, denoted by bpic(L), is bpic(L)= {bp c( ) 1 i w WEL). Similarly, for a n-grammar or rc-automaton A, the drawn (basic) picture language described by L(A) is denoted by dpic( A) (bpic(A)). language L such that dpic( L) = P (bpic( L) = P). Now we turn to the notion of reversal-bounded picture languages. Let Z = {u, d, r} and %= (u,d, I}. A picture language described by a language over 2 or z is called a three-way picture language in [6] . The notion of three-way picture languages is extended to reversal-bounded picture languages as follows. For a n-word x, we say that a right-to-left reversal occurs in x if x contains a subword yEr% *I and that a left-to-right reversal occurs in x if x contains a subword yelit*r. A right-to-left or left-to-right reversal in x is called a reversal in x. Thus, x has k reversals, k 30, if the number of alternating occurrences of r's and l's in x is k. For example, the n-word x =u2drludrlru12 has five reversals since there are five alternations of r's and l's in x, i.e., each of the subwords rl,ludr,lr and rul results in a reversal, where the subword rl occurs twice in x and each counts as a reversal.
For an integer
language L. A picture language described by a k-reversal-bounded z-language is called a k-reversal-bounded picture language.
Basic properties
In this section we shall observe some basic facts regarding the families of reversalbounded picture languages. We discuss decidability and undecidability of the descriptability questions for reversal-bounded picture languages and prove several hierarchy theorems that show relations between families of (reversal-bounded) picture languages. Proof. A n-language is a k-reversal-bounded language if and only if it does not contain a rc-word having more than k reversals. The set of all rc-words having more than k reversals can be represented in regular expression by For a context-free rc-grammar G, the z-language L'=L(G)n Ek is a context-free n-language, which is constructible from G and Ek. G is k-reversal-bounded if and only if L' is empty. The emptiness problem for context-free languages is decidable [S] . 0 Proof. Reduction from the emptiness problem for context-sensitive languages, which is not partially decidable [S] . Let G be an arbitrary context-sensitive rc-grammar. Let Ek be the regular n-language defined in the proof of Theorem 3. 
Proof. Let k be an arbitrary nonnegative integer and let wk be a n-word defined by 
~~,N(k)~~~F(k)~~\CS(k).
To show the last containment relations, we use a diagonalizational argument. Let G,, G,, be a standard enumeration of all context-sensitive 7c-grammars. By Theorem 3.3, for each Gi, i> 1, a n-grammar
Gi that generates all 7c-words in L(Gi) having at most k reversals can be effectively constructed.
Let Ld be a rc-language defined by
Ld= {ri 1 i> 1, dpic(r')$dpic(GI)}.
Suppose that dpic( Ld) is a k-reversal-bounded context-sensitive picture language. As every k-reversal-bounded context-sensitive r-grammar is a context-sensitive ngrammar, there is an integer i3 1 such that dpic(L,)=dpic(G;i)=dpic(G:).
Consider the n-word ri. We have rieLd if and only if dpic(r')$dpic (Gi) (by definition of Ld) if and only if dpic(r')$dpic(L,) (since dpic(L,)=dpic(G:)) if and only if r'$Ld (since both the n-word ri and the n-language Ld are retreat-free, where a retreat is a word in {ud, du, lr, rl} [9] ). Th' IS is a contradiction.
So, dpic(L,) is not a k-reversal-bounded context-sensitive picture language. We shall show, however, that dpic(L,) is a k-reversal-bounded recursively enumerable picture language. A k-reversal-bounded Turing machine M accepting exactly the n-language Ld can be constructed as follows. Given an arbitrary n-word w, checking whether w is of the form ri for some i> 1 is trivial. If so, the ith context-sensitive n-grammar Gi can be determined. From Gi, a k-reversal-bounded context-sensitive n-grammar G: generating all k-reversal-bounded rr-words in L(Gi) can be effectively constructed (Theorem 3.3). Note that there are only finitely many rr-words that have at most k reversals and describe the picture dpic(r'); denote the set of such rc-words by Ri. We have WEL, if and only if dpic(r')$dpic (Gi) if and only if L(GI)nRi=~. The intersection emptiness of a context-sensitive language with a finite set is decidable. It follows that 9,,~9,,.
It is straightforward to observe that a similar argument proves gcssgRE. Thus, the theorem follows. 0 Theorem 3.6. For every k 20, the following relations hold: (4) The last containment relations can be proved by using a diagonalizational argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Let Gi, GZ, . . . be an enumeration of all context-sensitive 7c-grammars. Then, for each n 3 1 and each k 2 0, a k-reversal-bounded context-sensitive n-grammar Gn,k generating all rc-words in L(G,) having at most k reversals can be effectively constructed (Theorem 3.3). Let f be a bijective mapping from the positive integers onto the pairs (n, k), n 2 1, k 3 0, and let To show that Ld is a reversal-bounded recursively enumerable rc-language, suppose that w is an arbitrary n-word. If w is of the form ri then f(i) = (n, k) can be computed. From this, the grammars G, and Gn,k can be constructed.
Let Ri,k be the finite set of k-reversal-bounded n-words that describe the picture dpic(r'). It needs only to be tested whether or not L(G,,,+)n Ri,k =#, which is decidable, to accept ri. 0 Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.9. 0
Polynomial-time solvable membership problems
The (picture) membership problem for a n-language L is to decide whether or not a drawn (basic) picture p can be described by a word in L, i.e., whether or not pEdpic(L) (pEbpic(L)). The membership problem is NP-complete for regular, linear, and context-free picture languages [S, 121 and is solvable in O(n) time for stripe regular picture languages [12] and three-way regular picture languages [6] and in O(n") time for three-way context-free picture languages [6] . It is easy to see that every O-reversal-bounded n-language can be represented by the union of two three-
, where L1=Lnn* and L2 = LnE*. It follows that the membership problem for O-reversal-bounded picture languages can be solved by the polynomial-time recognition algorithms for three-way picture languages. We shall show that for every k>, 1, the membership problem for k-reversal-bounded regular picture languages can be solved in 0(n4k+4 ) time. The discussion on the membership complexity will continue in the next section where an NP-completeness result is presented. Let k be a positive integer and let L be a k-reversal-bounded regular n-language. Let p be an arbitrary attached drawn picture given as input. If p contains no horizontal line segment then the membership of (p) in dpic( L) can be tested by using the linear-time algorithm for a stripe regular picture language [12] . So, we shall assume that p contains at least one horizontal line segment.
We first consider a transformation of L and p by which our recognition algorithm is simplified. Let h be a homomorphism, mapping X* into {u,d, rr, ll}*, defined by
and h(l)= 11. One can easily transform the input picture
. Such a picture p' with its leftmost points on the straight line x = 1 (and its rightmost points on the straight line x =2n+ 1, for some n> 1) will be denoted by h(p). An example of a drawn picture p and its transformation h(p) is given in Fig. 2a, b .
where Q is the set of states, z is the input alphabet, 6 : Q x (71 u {h))+2" is the transition function, qOEQ is the initial state, and F s Q is the set of accepting states. We shall assume, without loss of generality, that M is a normalized jinite automaton such that there is a unique accepting state qs (so, 1 F / = l), there is no transition to qO from any state, and there is no transition from qf to any state. For each integer FEZ, the ith vertical stripe of MO, denoted by Mb, is the set of all points (j, j')EMo such that 2i -2 < j < 2i and j'EZ. Namely, Mb is the vertical stripe of width two centered at x =2i-1. Figure 2c shows the partition of the drawn picture described in Fig. 2b . The recognition algorithm we are going to describe below is based on the "crossing sequence" argument on subpictures pl, pz, . . . , p,, of h(p), which is similar to the idea behind the well-known simulation of two-way finite automata by one-way finite automata [S] . Recall that in the simulation of a two-way finite automaton the crossing means the crossing of the boundary of two consecutive cells of the input tape by the simulated two-way finite automaton and a crossing sequence is a sequence of states that can be entered by the simulated automaton when crossing the same boundary in a computation. A one-way finite automaton simulates by moving one way on its input tape and keeping track of a valid crossing sequence at the current boundary; it advances one cell to the right by matching a crossing sequence with the current one at the right end. The simulation works here since the maximum number of reversals of the tape head (or, in other words, the maximum length of a crossing sequence) of the simulated automaton in a shortest accepting computation can be bounded.
We shall proceed similarly. As in the simulation of two-way finite automata, we work from left to right on the blocks pl, p2, . , pn. Suppose that (h(p)) = dpic(w) for some rc-word WEL(M). Then the crossing here will mean the crossing of the boundary of two consecutive blocks of h( p), when the picture h(p) is drawn according to w. Note that the crossing can occur only through the unit-size horizontal lines in pl, p2, . . . , p,,; call them thorns and the points that lie on the left and right ends of the thorns shared with the adjacent blocks the connection points. Now, the corresponding concept of a crossing sequence should be certain information that is enough to add (or glue) a new block to the current boundary when we work from left to right on the blocks of h(p). Intuitively, it is sufficient to check that there is a way to completely draw the new block, visiting it (and making reversals) certain bounded number of times, and that the so-drawn new block can be glued completely through the connection points dangling from the current block. Since there can be many different crossing sequences that can be validly glued at each boundary, we shall keep track of all possible crossing sequences of the current, rightmost block. Let us first look more closely at the picture-drawing behavior of M on the blocks of h(p). For each i = 1,2, . . . , n, consider the way the ith block pi is drawn when h(p) is drawn by M (i.e., when h(p) is drawn according to a n-word in L(M)). As noted before, M draws pi by visiting it some number of times, each time drawing a nonempty subpicture of pi. There are several different ways that M visits the block pi. Namely, there are three ways to enter the block pi: (1) from the left block, i.e., from pieI, (2) from the right block, i.e., from pi + 1, and (3) from itself, i.e., through start (h(p)) which is located in pi. There are also three ways to leave the block pi: (1) to the left block, i.e., to pi _ 1 ; (2) to the right block, i.e., to p. [+ 1; and (3) to itself, i.e., through end(h( p)) which is located in pi. The method of visiting pi using the entering method (3) and the leaving method (3) can be used only when n = 1. As we assume that n 2 2, we can eliminate this case from consideration.
Thus, there are basically eight different ways that M visits pi.
It is not difficult to see that, at every visit of pi, M can make at most one reversal inside pi. Namely, M always reads r's or l's in a pair and, when M visits pi, it does so by consuming the second letter of the pair. If M reads an 1 or Y again inside pi, then it is the first symbol of such a pair, and so, M leaves the block pi, since it must consume a letter of the same type again (i.e., M must move one step further in the same direction).
Let % be the set of all 5-tuples in Q x Q x 2"' x M, x MO. For each i= 1,2, . . . . n, a 5-tuple (q, q', r', s', e') in 9? is called pi-valid if M can consume a rc-word x, going from state q to state q', such that (1) dpic(x)= (r', s', e'); (2) r' c base(pi); (3) if s'#s (e'#e), then s' (e') is a connection point; and (4) q = q0 (q' = qr) if and only if s' = s (e' = e). We classify, for each i= 1,2, . , n, the pi-valid 5-tuples into the eight different methods of visiting the block pi. Let LL, LR, LS, RL, RR, RS, SL, and SR be tables of size n, where the letters L, R, and S in the names of the tables mean "left", "right", and "stay", respectively, and the first letter and the second letter indicate, respectively, the method of entering and leaving a block of h(p) as interpreted by the letter. 
Lemma 4.1. The eight tables LL, LR, LS, RL, RR, RS, SL, and SR can be constructed in 0( lp13) time.
Proof. Note that, for each i = 1,2,. , n, the ith block pi has at most k + 1 left thorns and at most k + 1 right thorns since, otherwise, the picture h(p) cannot be drawn by a k-reversal-bounded n-word. (That is, between two consecutive visits of the same block, there occurs at least one reversal.) This means that there can be no more than 0(jpi12) connected subpictures of pi of the form (r',s',e') such that (q,q',r',s',e') is possibly pi-valid for some q,q'EQ. SO, there are 0(/Q12. Ipi12)=O(lpil') distinct 5-tuples that need to be tested for pi-validness. These candidate 5-tuples can be easily enumerated in a systematic way. Each candidate 5-tuple can be written in 0( IpJ) time and whether it is pi-valid or not can be tested in O(lpil) time by using the linear-time recognition algorithm for a stripe regular picture language [12] . Therefore, finding all pi-valid 5-tuples takes 0( Ipi13) time. The classification of the pi-valid 5-tuples into the eight visiting methods can be done easily and requires no additional time. Altogether, the construction of the eight tables takes ClsiGn o(lPi13)=o(lh(P)13)=o(lP13~ time. 0
The eight tables constructed above contain and classify all possible 5-tuples that can be chosen by M in a single visit of a block of h( p). Let t=(tl, t2, . . . . t,), m2 1, be a sequence of pi-valid 5-tuples for some i and let tj = (qj, 41, rj, Sj, ej), 1~ j < m. Proof. By Lemma 4.2, the eight tables can be constructed in 0( 1~1~) time. For each i=l2 , , . . ..n and each j= 1,2, . . ..k+ 1, there are 0(lpi12') distinct j-sequences that need to be tested for pi-completeness.
The test for pi-completeness can be done in O(lp,l) time since the picture union operation in step (5) together SO that the methods of visiting the blocks pi and pi+l as indicated in the sequences xi and xi+ 1 are consistent at the boundary of pi and pi+ 1. As M is a k-reversal-bounded automaton, such a local consistency will ensure that the elements x1, x2, , x, together represent, in fact, a globally consistent computation by M that draws h(p), i.e., the total number of reversals involved in x1,x2, . . ..xn is at most k.
To determine the existence of such sequences, we shall work from left to right on X [ 11, X [2] (2) The communication is activated by t; i.e., tj, is of the type RL or SL. Then tj must be of the type RL, RR, or RS.
It is easy to see that no other case can activate the correspondence between pi and pi+l. In either case, starting with tj and tj,, the 5-tuples in t and t having direct relations with each other must represent a sequence of alternating moves of A4 between pi and pi+ 1. Figure 3 illustrates the precedence relations that must be satisfied between the 5-tuples in t and f (see the middle two columns). Figure 3 also describes the relative order of the types of consecutive 5-tuples in t (see the left two columns) and the relative order of the types of consecutive 5-tuples in C (see the right two columns), which are already satisfied in t and i from the conditions for a sequence to be a pi-or pi+ i-complete sequence.
To understand the meaning of the relations between t and f described in Fig. 3 , suppose that it is the case 1 above. Then A4 moves from left to right, i.e., from pi to pi+ 1. There must be a matching 5-tuple in t of the type LL, LR, or LS, i.e., tj,, as observed before. This fact is indicated in the figure by a solid arrow going from the rectangle containing LR and SR to the rectangle containing LL, LR, and LS. If ijs is of the type LL, then M moves next from right to left, i.e., from pi+ 1 to pi. There must be a matching 5-tuple in t of the type RL, RR, or RS and it must be exactly the next 5-tuple in t. This fact is indicated in the figure by a solid arrow going from LL to the rectangle containing RL, RR, and RS. If ij8 is of the type LR and there is another Observe that if we follow the precedence relations described in Fig. 3 , alternately moving on t and t; then either we end up with an unacceptable 5-tuple which is not indicated by a solid arrow in the figure or we eventually arrive at the end oft or t. The first case means that t and tare unmatchable.
If it is the end of t, then it must be of the type RL, RS, LL, or LS since a 5-tuple of the type SL can appear only as the first element of t and a 5-tuple of the type SR, LR, or RR pushes us to move to t as indicated by the solid arrows. At that point, there must be no 5-tuple left in t; i.e., all elements in f must have already been considered. Similarly, if it is the end of t, then it must be of the type LR, LS, RR, or RS and there must be no 5-tuple left in t. Proof. The time taken to match two sequences t and t is proportional to 1 t / + 1 fl, assuming an appropriate encoding or data structure for t and t. Both t and t are length-bounded by k + 1, and k is a constant. 0
Let MATCH be a function that performs the matching between elements in the (
1) Assume that a normalized jinite automaton M such that L(M) = h(L) has been obtained. (2) Compute h(p) and let h(p) be partitioned into n nonempty subpictures. If n = 1 then test the membership of t?(p) in dpic(M) by using the recognition algorithm in [6]. If n 3 2 then proceed to Step (3). (3) Construct the table X from t?(p) and M. (4) for i=l to n-l step 1 do X[i+l]:=MATCH(X[i],X[i+l]). (5) If there remains an element in X[n] then output "yes", else output "no".
The membership test of a basic picture can be done similarly with a slight modification of the process described so far. Suppose that p is an attached basic picture given as input. We first transform p into h(p) as before. As the start point and the end point of p (and h(p)) are not specified, the tables LS, RS, SL, and SR will contain all pi-valid 5-tuples such that every point in pi corresponding to a point of the original picture p is considered to be the start point or the end point. From the eight tables classifying pi-valid 5-tuples, the table X containing pi-complete sequences can be constructed.
We are now in a similar situation as for a drawn picture. Namely, Proof. We consider the running time of Algorithm 4.4. As M is a fixed automaton which is not a part of input, the time taken in step 1 is ignored.
Step 2 
An NP-completeness result
We show that there is a l-reversal-bounded linear n-language Lo describing a stripe picture language for which the membership problem is NP-complete. This resolves a problem left unsolved in [12] , where the membership problem was shown to be linear-time solvable for stripe regular picture languages, but whether the membership problem for stripe context-free picture languages could be solved in polynomial time was left unanswered. Proof. It suffices to show that the given problems are NP-hard since the problems are already in NP [S] . We show a reduction from the bounded post correspondence problem (BPCP), which is NP-complete, to the given problems. BPCP is to determine (y,,y,, ..., yn) are two lists of nonempty words over C = {a, b} and k <n is a positive integer. We construct a drawn picture p from x, y, and k, and a 1 -reversal-bounded linear n-language LO describing a stripe picture language that does not depend on x, y, and k, and show that (x, y, k) is a positive instance of BPCP if and only if pEdpic(L,). We shall first describe the construction of p. Let h,, h, : C*+ii* be homomorphisms 
Let w = (ur-bridge) (rz(ur-bridge))k( (dl-bridge)4(~)1)~ (dl-bridge)
and let p = dpic(w). An example of such a picture p is shown in Fig. 4 , where n = 3, k = 3, x1 = a, yl=b, x2=b, y2=a, xJ=bb, and y3=a.
Let us call each 2 x 2 square in p a bridge and the subpicture of p that lies between each pair of two consecutive bridges a block. The long horizontal line segment in each block that joins two bridges will be called a spine. The picture p consists of k identical blocks, separated by bridges. In each block, the lists x and y are described above and below, respectively, the spine, intermixing x1, x2, . . . , x, and y,, y,, . . . , y, one by one in order, by using the picture components for the symbols in x and y. The subpicture corresponding to each pair (xi,yi) in a block is called a subblock. Now we describe the n-language LO. Let C = (h, It is easy to see that LO describes a stripe picture language. We claim that (x, y, ~)EBPCP if and only if pEdpic(l,), where p is the picture drawn for (x, y, k). Suppose that (x, y, k)EBPCP. Then, by definition, there is a sequence iI, i2, . . , i, (1 <m<k) such that xilxi2...xim=yi,yi2...yi_. Therefore, the string Conversely, let p=dpic(f(z)) for some ZEB. Let z=zl # z2. Suppose that, when f(zi) draws a subpicture of p, the rc-words f(a), f(b),f(ti),f(b) are used in the i,th subblock of the tth block of p, for t = 1,2, . , m (1 <m < k). When f(zz) draws a subpicture of p, each picture component drawn by f(a) (f(b),f(ti),f(b)) in f(zi) must be completed by using f(a') (f(b'),f(a'),f( b')). Similarly, each picture component drawn by a string from C must be completed by using l's (otherwise, spines cannot be completely drawn) and each picture component drawn by (ur-bridge) must be completed by using
The fact that h(~r)=(h(z~))~ implies that XilXi2'..Xim=Yi,Yi* ".Yi,,,. Therefore, (x, y, k)EBPCP.
The reader can easily observe that the proof given above works for the n-language Lo and the basic picture p' obtained from p by removing the start and end points. q
Undecidability results
In this section, we prove an undecidability result on the membership problem for three-way context-sensitive picture languages and state some undecidability results on other decision problems for three-way picture languages, proved in other papers, in a stronger form when possible. This will give a better view of the reversal-bounded picture languages since every three-way picture language is a O-reversal-bounded picture language.
In [9] , it was shown to be undecidable whether or not pEdpic(G) (pEbpic(G)) for an arbitrary drawn (basic) picture p and an arbitrary context-sensitive rc-grammar G. This result is strengthened as follows: Proof. Reduction from the problem of whether or not a Turing machine accepts the empty string, which is undecidable [S] . Let M be an arbitrary Turing machine accepting a language Lc{O, l}*. Then there is a context-sensitive language L'z {0, 1,2,3}*, which can be constructed from M, such that (1) L' consists of words of the form 2'3w, where i > 0 and WCL; and (2) h(L') is a context-sensitive language. Let G be a context-sensitive grammar such that L(G) = h(L'). Then, G is a three-way language describing a stripe picture language. Let p = dpic(udr) and q = bpic(udr). We have 2'3~L (for some i 3 0) if and only if (ud)'+ ' reh(L') if and only if pEdpic(G) (qEbpic(G)) since the rc-word udr describes the same picture as the n-word (ud)'+' r does, for every i>O. 0
The equivalence problem for drawn-picture languages is to determine whether or not dpic(L,) = dpic(L2) for two n-languages L1 and Lz. The containment problem and the intersection emptiness problem for the same input are to determine whether or not dpic(L1)cdpic(L2) and dpic(L1)ndpic(L2)=(ij, respectively. The ambiguity problem for drawn-picture languages is to determine whether or not a n-language L is an ambiguous picture description language, i.e., whether or not there exist two distinct rc-words in L that describe the same drawn picture. These problems can be defined for basic-picture languages similarly. The equivalence problem, the containment problem, the intersection emptiness problem, and the ambiguity problem are all known to be undecidable for drawn and basic regular picture languages [7, 8, 121 . (Kim [6] ). It is not partially decidable whether (1) dpic(L,) n dpic(L*) = 8, and (2) bpic(L) n bpic(L) = 8, for two three-way linear 7c-languages L1 and L2 such that both bpic(Li) and bpic(L,) are stripe picture languages.
Theorem 6.4 (Kim [7]). It is undecidable whether or not a three-way linear x-language L such that bpic(L) is a stripe picture language is an ambiguous picture description language.
Theorem 16 in [lo] has been successively restated in stronger forms in [12, Theorem 5.111, comprising the concept of stripe picture languages, and then in [6, Theorem 4.41, comprising the concept of three-way picture languages. The same theorem can be stated in a stronger form as follows (the proof can be found in [6] or ClOl). 
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